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Morphology, the description and analysis of organismal form, is one of the oldest
biological disciplines that has significantly contributed to our understanding as to how
animals function and how the overwhelming diversity of phenotypes evolved. The
early discovery that comparative studies of morphogenesis add to our understanding
of the evolutionary history and interrelationships of organisms led to the formulation
of highly influential evolutionary principles, including Haeckel’s theory of recapitulation
or Hatschek’s trochozoon-hypothesis, and established the intellectual foundation of a
research area today termed EvoDevo. While the rapid integration of molecular techniques
into systematics, phylogenetics, and developmental biology from the 1980s onwards
made some consider morphology as having little to contribute to evolutionary research,
methodological progress together with a revived focus on morphogenesis has resulted
in an unexpected renaissance of evolutionary developmental morphology, here termed
MorphoEvoDevo. Herein, I briefly summarize some classical landmark contributions
and progress achieved by studies using the MorphoEvoDevo approach. I will focus
on the role of morphology in modern evolutionary biology, especially with respect to
the molecular-driven approaches such as phylogenetics and developmental genetics.
I argue that, while MorphoEvoDevo may well survive as an independent field of
research, in times of increased competition for funding it will significantly profit from
integration of the molecular disciplines into research programs with a strong emphasis
on morphology. After all, morphological data are indispensable for reconstruction of
phenotypic ground patterns and character evolution, and only a holistic approach
incorporating all major subdisciplines of the evolutionary biosciencesmay ultimately result
in a deep understanding, from molecules to ecosystems, of the driving forces that have
shaped our organismal world.
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Wanninger Integrating MorphoEvoDevo into molecular EvoDevo and phylogenomics
A Scientific Discipline of Days Long Gone?
The Golden Ages of pre-EvoDevo
Morphology
Morphology is one of the classical and oldest disciplines in the
biological sciences. From the early naturalists that carried out
gross morphological studies on macroscopic taxa, the field has
come a long way, thereby generating a number of more or less
independent subfields. The invention of light microscopy in the
seventeenth century has led scientists the way into comparative
analyses of minute specimens including the documentation of
embryonic and larval development, thus paving the way into the
first “golden age” of developmental morphology.
Groundbreaking and infamous, classical works of this era
abound. Every student of biology will be well acquainted with
Ernst Haeckel’s biogenetic law or theory of recapitulation,
which proposes that at least parts of the evolutionary history
of a species is conserved in its ontogeny (Haeckel, 1866,
1874a). Although this concept has received some criticism
later on (e.g., Gould, 1977), its essence is still the verbalized
foundation of the basic principle of modern-day evolutionary
developmental biology (EvoDevo), namely, that it is generally
possible to reconstruct organismal evolution, ground patterns,
and, potentially, phylogenetic relationships, by comparing
developmental processes (or characters expressed at any stage of
ontogeny) of different organisms to each other. This ontogenetic
approach to organismal evolution was also manifested in Charles
Darwin’s theory of descent with modification, and, accordingly,
in The Origin of Species (Darwin, 1859, p. 449), he noted:
“Descent being on my view the hidden bond of connexion which
naturalists have been seeking under the term of the natural system.
On this view we can understand how it is that, in the eyes of most
naturalists, the structure of the embryo is even more important for
classification than that of the adult. For the embryo is the animal
in its less modified state; and in so far it reveals the structure of
its progenitor. In two groups of animal, however much they may
at present differ from each other in structure and habits, if they
pass through the same or similar embryonic stages, we may feel
assured that they have both descended from the same or nearly
similar parents, and are therefore in that degree closely related.
Thus, community in embryonic structure reveals community of
descent. It will reveal this community of descent, however much the
structure of the adult may have been modified and obscured; we
have seen, for instance, that cirripedes can at once be recognized by
their larvae as belonging to the great class of crustaceans.”
From the perspective of a scientist of the twenty-first century,
it seems that an important prerequisite for the breakthroughs
achieved by these early “pre-EvoDevo” scientists was their
unbiased and comparative approach toward organisms
unknown—unladen by the burden of concepts such as
“model organisms” or “hypothesis-driven” research. Taking
Ernst Haeckel’s famous gastraea theory (Haeckel, 1874b) as an
example, it seems difficult to imagine that he had the calcareous
sponge Sycon in mind as an “emerging model organism” for
germ layer or blastopore evolution, when he decided to work
on the embryology of this animal (Haeckel, 1872). Although
we now know that the poriferan outer and inner cell layers are
probably not homologous to the eumetazoan ectoderm and
endoderm, and neither is the primary opening of the Sycon
larva to the bilaterian blastopore (Leys and Eerkes-Medrano,
2005), his far-reaching conclusions of shared germ layers and
mouth openings among a great number of animals are now
common textbook knowledge. As another showcase of the time,
comparative studies on annelids resulted in Berthold Hatschek’s
trochozoon theory (Hatschek, 1878). Thereby, the finding that a
similarly-looking ciliated larva occurs in the lifecycle of various
marine invertebrates, irrespective of their highly different adult
morphology, led to the conclusion that animals that exhibit
such a larva are closely related to each other - a scenario that
was confirmed more than a century later by the today globally
accepted Lophotrochozoa concept (Halanych et al., 1995;
although the dispute remains whether or not all trochozoans
or even bilaterians had a trochophore-like larva in their last
common ancestor). These examples from the mid- and late
nineteenth century illustrate the long history of morphological
research with a comparative evolutionary and developmental
approach as an important intellectual forerunner of today’s
EvoDevo.
When electron microscopy entered the stage of the basic
organismal sciences in the 1970s, morphological research
experienced additional heydays, with an impressive body of
submicroscopic data being generated in the following decades
on adults and developmental stages of then little-known taxa.
This new generation of morphological research culminated in
the epic 15-volume landmark treatise Microscopic Anatomy of
Invertebrates (1989-1997), edited by Frederick Harrison, which
still constitutes an important cross-disciplinary reference work
today. The multitude of novel morphological data generated
during this time and the emergence of software programs to
allow for cladistics analyses using large, coded data matrices,
fostered the global breakthrough of phylogenetic systematics,
a discipline that had been founded by Willi Hennig a few
decades earlier (Hennig, 1950, 1966). Numerous morphology-
based phylogenetic trees on all hierarchical levels were produced
until the end of the twentieth century.
However, with the arrival of molecular techniques in the
evolutionary sciences, the ever faster and cheaper generation
of gene sequences quickly resulted in an explosion of data
useful for phylogenetic and developmental analyses in the past
30 years. As a consequence, morphology received progressively
lesser attention, resulting in a noticeable crisis of morphological
approaches toward phylogenetic systematics.
Ironically enough, however, it was in the wake of another
molecular-driven field, evolutionary developmental biology
(EvoDevo), where morphology regained long-sought attention.
One reason for that is that it soon became obvious that
the growing number of gene expression data is not soundly
interpretable without a profound knowledge of the morphology
of the very organism under examination (see below). The thus
resulting increased interest in morphology, also fuelled by the
availability of novel analytical tools for high-throughput analyses
including fast, high-resolution microscopy (with confocal
microscopy undoubtedly as the major keyplayer) and in silico
methods (3D reconstruction software), has led to an astounding
renaissance of morphological research, in particular in those
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approaches dedicated to pattern formation (morphogenesis).
Today, this area of research is not only considered a necessary
asset of molecular EvoDevo, but is well established as a stand-
alone research discipline that produces results valuable in their
own right and that I here call evolutionary developmental
morphology (MorphoEvoDevo).
In the following, I will highlight some of the significant
contributions of morphology to EvoDevo since the turn of the
millennium, and I will discuss future perspectives and challenges
the discipline may face in the future (for a comprehensive
overview of the role of the various other subdisciplines of
morphology in modern evolutionary biology, see Richter and
Wirkner (2014)). While the impact for MorphoEvoDevo within
evolutionary biology is significant enough to justify the discipline
as such, I will also point out the potential for synergies that
are likely to be generated if morphological research is integrated
into a comprehensive intellectual and practical framework that
includes the molecular-driven fields of developmental biology
and phylogenetics. After all, the expression of morphological
phenotypes is the result of underlying molecular and cellular
mechanisms. This includes morphodynamic movements and
rearrangements of cells during embryogenesis, as well as
patterning processes responsible for cell and tissue identity,
that generate these morphological characters during ontogeny.
The picture becomes even more complicated if the dynamics
of gene activities, that are often important to generate entire
morphological units, such as the “segmentation clock” in
arthropods and vertebrates (e.g., Palmeirim et al., 1997; Sarrazin
et al., 2012), or environmentally-driven plasticity of gene
expression patterns [e.g., temperature-dependent regulation of
segment numbers in arthropods (Vedel et al., 2008) as well as
organogenesis and metamorphosis by altered expression levels
of heat shock proteins in marine invertebrates (Ueda and
Boettcher, 2009; Ueda and Degnan, 2013)], are considered -
phenomena that are nowadays often analyzed in a framework
termed “EcoEvoDevo” (see Gilbert and Epel, 2015 for a recent,
in-depth treatment of the subject).
Given this wide recognition of organismal ontogeny as
a highly complex and dynamic, interdependent process on
molecular, cellular, tissue, and, hence, morphological level,
where given mechanisms often (mutually) regulate each other,
it is surprising that the line of demarcation in today’s EvoDevo
research between those researchers primarily considering
molecular data and others largely relying on morphological
evidence for reconstructing evolutionary scenarios has not yet
been fully overcome. It is thus time to join forces and intellectual
approaches as well as methodological expertise if we are to arrive
at a holistic view of organismal evolution that has the potential to
result in a truly modern evolutionary synthesis (see also Pigliucci
and Müller, 2010).
Integrating Morphology, Developmental
Biology, Evolutionary Biology, and
Phylogenetics
Any organism or taxon, recent or fossil, can be described as
a unique assemblage of characters, irrespective of their quality
FIGURE 1 | From descriptive science to reconstruction of character
evolution by integrating descriptive data and phylogeny. Characters or
character states are represented by symbols, taxa by letters. Particular focus
is on the evolution of the characters “star” and “heart,” which are therefore
depicted in color. (A) Every organism (or taxon) is an assemblage of (known
and unknown) characters in specified character states. (B) Describing
characters of given taxa is a prerequisite of phylogenetic analyses, but the
characters by themselves do not produce a phylogenetic scenario and do thus
not allow for ancestral character reconstruction (indicated by the question
mark). (C) A phylogenetic analysis results in a hypothesis as to how given
(groups of) organisms may be related to each other. (D) The resulting
phylogeny allows to project the individual characters of interest onto the
phylogenetic tree in order to infer their potential evolutionary emergence, loss,
or transformation (usually using the parsimony approach). Thus, potentially, for
any given monophyletic unit, a character set of the last common ancestor of
the considered taxa can be reconstructed. Thereby, it is irrelevant whether or
not the characters that are plotted onto the tree were part of the phylogenetic
analysis.
(morphological, physiological, behavioral, molecular, to name
but a few) (Figure 1A). In order to delimit taxa from each
other on any phyletic level, comparable character sets (or
individual variations of given characters, i.e., character states or
transformations series) of individuals need to be identified.While
this allows for formal descriptions of taxonomic units, these data
alone are not sufficient for a sound understanding as to how these
organisms may be related to each other (Figure 1B). To this end,
phylogenetic analysis is required, whose robustness is commonly
assumed to be the higher the more characters are incorporated.
Ideally, one (and only one) phylogenetic tree of “maximum
likelihood” results from such an analysis, which reveals the
assumed interrelationships of the respective taxa (Figure 1C).
The such obtained phylogeny may then be used as the starting
point, i.e., the framework or backbone, for analyses into the
evolution of character (states) and character transformations that
occurred along distinct lineages, as well as for the reconstruction
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of ground patterns at given nodes (Figure 1D). Accordingly, by
plotting the characters of interest onto the existing phylogeny,
one may speculate as to where a given character evolved for the
first time, whether a character is likely to have evolved several
times independently, where it was lost along given lineages, or
what the potential (minimal) character set of the last common
ancestor of a given phylogenetic entity was. Such an analysis
may be performed for any character, irrespective of whether or
not it was part of the data set used to generate the phylogeny.
A widely used principle underlying such analyses is parsimony,
which favors a scenario that requires the least number of changes
(gains, losses, or transformations of characters) within a lineage
in the phylogenetic tree.
A recurring issue with such analyses, particularly obvious if
morphological characters are used, is that the data sets often
stem from adult organisms—a problem that may be overcome
by incorporating developmental data into the analyses (see
Scholtz, 2005, 2010). Thereby, organisms are viewed as lifecycles
rather than isolated individual ontogenetic (usually adult) units.
Accordingly, the organism constitutes a pool of characters that
are expressed at any given time point in its lifecycle. In Figure 2A,
for example, two species are depicted, A and C, both exhibiting
a distinct set of characters. However, if we look at the entire
lifecycle of both species, it becomes obvious that characters
appear at different stages in their lifecycles and, what is more
important, that some of these characters (“heart” in taxon
A and both, “heart” and “star,” in taxon C) do not survive
the transition to adulthood – such characters are commonly
called “transitory” (Figures 2B,C). For the data matrix, this
means that both, adult as well as transitory characters, are
part of the body plan of the respective taxa (Figure 2D) and
thus need to be incorporated into the phylogenetic analysis. In
doing so, parsimony analysis may provide us with a radically
different scenario concerning character evolution and ground
pattern states (compare Figure 2E and Figure 2F), illustrating
the direct relevance of developmental data for the reconstruction
of phylogeny-based evolutionary scenarios. Molecular phylogeny
partly pays tribute to this phenomenon by using transcriptomic
datasets (i.e., RNA sequences of expressed genes) generated from
different lifecycle stages to increase the volume of data for
phylogenetic analyses.
Morphology as an Integrated Part of
EvoDevo
The technological advances in molecular biology together with
dramatically decreasing costs for sequencing have resulted in an
explosion of molecular data not only for phylogenetic analyses
(thereby sparking the field of phylogenomics) but also on the
gene expression level. This has led to the somewhat bizarre
situation that RNA (i.e., gene) expression data generated by
in situ hybridization have become available for rather cryptic
taxa, way beyond the established model systems, for which not
even solid morphological data of the respective developmental
stages are available. While the expansion of gene expression
analyses into such largely unknown taxa is highly welcome (and
FIGURE 2 | From descriptive science to reconstruction of character
evolution by integrating descriptive data, developmental biology, and
phylogeny. Particular focus is on the evolution of the characters “star” and
“heart,” which are therefore depicted in color. Characters or character states
are represented by symbols, taxa by letters. (A) Two individual taxa (A,C) can
be discriminated by different sets of characters. (B) Analysis of ontogeny
reveals the ontogenetic emergence or loss of characters. (C) Ontogenetic
analysis may reveal transitory characters, i.e., characters that appear during
ontogeny but are lost prior to adulthood (marked in blue; “heart” in taxon A
and both, “heart” and “star,” in taxon C). (D) All characters, including transitory
characters, belong to the “body plan” of a taxon. Note that this discussion can
be extended into extinct lineages known from the fossil record, thereby
increasing taxon sampling and adding the dimension of time to the discussion.
(E) Hypothesized scenario of character evolution identical to Figure 1D, i.e.,
not taking transitory characters into account. (F) Significantly altered
hypothetical scenario of the reconstruction of character distribution and gain
and loss events at different nodes and along the various lineages due to the
incorporation of transitory characters. Events that differ from the scenario in E
are either crossed out or added in violet.
a prerequisite for any evolutionary interpretations on the level
of gene activity and function), the inevitable questions that arise
are: How do we interpret these data? What does a positive
color reaction somewhere in a 100µm long embryo or larva
tell us, if we don’t know its morphology (and, therefore, cannot
unambiguously assign its site of expression to any tissue or
organ)?
The confrontation with such issues has two major
consequences concerning the nature (quality) of RNA expression
data and their relationship to organismal morphology: (i)
Not only does analysis of gene expression patterns depend on
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morphological knowledge—gene expression data constitute, by
themselves, morphological data. Just like traditional staining
methods (e.g., silver impregnation in nineteenth and early
twentieth century neurobiology, lead citrate contrasting of
ultrathin sections, fluorescence labeling of immunoreactive
compounds), in situ hybridization is a means to visualize the
location of given structural components (here: RNA) and
describes their distribution in a tissue or organism. However,
since the location of the labeled RNA is usually within a given
superordinate morphological structure (cell, tissue, or organ),
interpretation is difficult without further knowledge of the
very structure and its position relative to other morphological
features in the investigated sample. (ii) As a consequence of
this, gene expression analysis needs tissue- and organ system-
level morphology for detailed determination of expression
sites. In recognition of this, the combination of conventional
morphological methods (including histology, immunolabeling,
and others) and in situ hybridization studies using novel
optical and in silico tools (e.g., reflection confocal laserscanning
microscopy, 3D reconstruction; see Jékely and Arendt, 2007;
Fritsch et al., in review) have allowed for a much more detailed
analysis and reliable interpretation of gene expression studies—a
development that will certainly continue in the light of further




Although I have argued above that morphology may well
be integrated into molecular-driven phylogenetic and
developmental approaches, morphogenesis-based research
is strong and significant enough to be recognized as an
independent scientific discipline. The routine availability
of high-resolution and high-throughput methods such as
confocal microscopy have opened new horizons for organismal-
oriented comparative developmental biologists, allowing for
reconstruction of morphogenetic events from early embryonic
to juvenile stages. Accordingly, since the late 1980s, the field has
seen an unprecedented increase of data on various aspects of
invertebrate development, in particular on those organ systems
that can be stained by fluorescent dyes such as filamentous actin
(musculature), components of the nervous system, or tubulin-
containing structures (neurites, ciliary organs, digestive systems)
(e.g., Croll and Chiasson, 1989; Dickinson et al., 1999;Wanninger
et al., 1999, 2005; Voronezhskaya et al., 2002, 2003; Wanninger
and Haszprunar, 2002a,b; Dickinson and Croll, 2003; Croll, 2006;
McDougall et al., 2006; Brinkmann and Wanninger, 2008, 2009,
2010a,b; Semmler et al., 2008, 2010; Altenburger andWanninger,
2009, 2010; Fischer et al., 2010; Semmler and Wanninger, 2010;
Fritsch et al., 2013; Hindinger et al., 2013; Jirikowski et al., 2013;
Perez et al., 2013; Scherholz et al., 2013; Zieger et al., 2013; Redl
et al., 2014; Wurzinger-Mayer et al., 2014; Stegner and Richter,
2015; see also Wanninger, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2015 for reviews).
Some of these findings had significant impact on our view of
animal development and evolution. For example, the segmented
ancestry of two worm-like clades that are unsegmented as
adults, the echiurans and sipunculans (Hessling, 2002, 2003;
Hessling and Westheide, 2002; Kristof et al., 2008; Wanninger
et al., 2009), that had both been suggested to reside within the
segmented Annelida by molecular phylogenetic analyses, was
confirmed by identification of transitory segmented elements
that occur during neurogenesis. Other landmark findings using
the MorphoEvoDevo approach include the occurrence of a
paired ventral nerve cord in larval phoronids that is absent in
adults (Temereva, 2011), or the developmental origin of the
simple muscular body plan of a group of aplacophoran (worm-
shaped) molluscs from a much more complex larval one as the
result of evolutionary simplification (Scherholz et al., 2013). This
list could be extended into numerous other taxa and the message
these examples convey is obvious: by using developmental
approaches to address evolutionary questions, morphological
research has expanded its relevance way beyond classical (often
functional) morphological research themes. As a consequence,
publication of MorphoEvoDevo data have increasingly found
their way into scientific journals that are specifically dedicated to
EvoDevo, such as Development Genes and Evolution, Evolution
and Development, Journal of Experimental Zoology B: Molecular
and Developmental Evolution, BMC Developmental Biology, or
EvoDevo (for some examples, see the extensive list of papers
cited above), thereby considerably broadening the publication
spectrum of morphological data. This trend is likely to increase
further, as additional tools such as light sheet microscopy, 4D-
microscopy, various forms of tomography, or serial transmission
electron microscopy are on the rise (e.g., Hejnol et al., 2006;
Stach et al., 2008; Laforsch et al., 2012; Randel et al., 2014).
Morphology and Phylogeny in the Age of
Phylogenomics
Having addressed the high relevance of morphology for
evolutionary, in particular EvoDevo, research in the previous
section, I focus here on the role morphology may play in the
context of today’s molecular phylogenetics. A simple question
one may ask is “Will morphology keep contributing significantly
to building phylogenetic trees in the era of phylogenomics?”
An equally simple answer to that would be “No.” One might
further ask whether this is a problem for either morphology or
phylogeny. I would, slightly hesitantly, answer “Well, maybe not
so much,” at least not with respect to morphology as being an
important evolutionary discipline nonetheless, because, as I will
outline below, morphology is still of prime importance for other
aspects of phylogeny-related research. Concerning phylogenetic
tree-building itself, however, one would certainly wish for a
morphology-based controlling body and thus an alternative
discussion base for the highly diverging phylogenetic scenarios
that are often proposed by molecular data (cf. e.g., the varying
topologies in recent studies on molluscan intrarelationships by
Giribet et al., 2006; Kocot et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011; Vinther
et al., 2012).
As mentioned above, the cheap generation and seemingly
endless availability of molecular sequence data has resulted in
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an inflation of trees produced since molecular cross-animal
kingdom phylogenies emerged in the late 1980s (Field et al.,
1988). Thereby, the low sequencing costs, together with the
decreasing amount of expert manpower that is necessary to
produce these raw data – and thus the character set for the
phylogenetic analyses – have radically outcompetedmorphology-
based phylogenetics, and today allow for the generation of large-
scale, data-intense, phylogenomic or transcriptomic trees (e.g.,
Dunn et al., 2008; Hejnol et al., 2009; Misof et al., 2014). In
addition, the decrease in taxonomic and morphological expertise
for many clades hampers the assembly of large morphological
datasets. The sheer amount of molecular phylogenies that still
keep emerging has led to increased discussions as to whether
or not the sometimes highly unexpected assemblages with little
or no morphological support may indeed be the result of real
evolutionary events or, rather, the consequence of problems
in data acquisition such as sequencing or alignments errors,
wrong algorithms used, and the like. As we have seen in the
case of EvoDevo, for such in-depth discussions, morphological
knowledge is imperative, and the more unexpected phylogenetic
scenarios are recovered, the more demand will be for
morphologists to make sense of these trees by pointing out the
evolution and transformations of key characters, thereby also
critically evaluating the results of molecular phylogeny.
Accordingly, at present, I see the prime contribution of
morphology to phylogeny in making sense of trees rather than
building them, although this, of course, does not question
the principal suitability of morphological datasets to produce
valuable phylogenetic trees (see Jenner, 2004). While it would
certainly be refreshing and inspiring to see a revival of
morphology-based phylogeny (because, as Scholtz, 2010 puts it,
“if morphological and molecular results clash, there is no logical
necessity to dismiss morphological data”), current developments
in funding policy, scientific expertise, and efficiency in data
generation and analysis are, unfortunately, most likely to
prevent such efforts for a while. Recent initiatives in making
morphological characters accessible to a wider audience by
online databases such as MorphDBase (www.morphdbase.de) or
MorphoBank (www.morphobank.org) are promising first steps
into the right direction, but even if the proposed acceleration in
generating and coding of morphological characters and resolving
problems related to homology assessments were implemented
(see Scotland et al., 2003; Giribet, 2010, in press), I have little hope
that the situation will change anytime soon. At present, it seems
as if incorporation of selected morphological data into matrices
dominated by molecular characters (total evidence approach)
are the main contribution of morphology to phylogenetic tree-
building today, and even these efforts remain the exception rather
than the rule, at least on higher taxonomic levels (e.g., Zrzavy
et al., 1998; Peterson and Eernisse, 2001; Glenner et al., 2004;
Sørensen and Giribet, 2006; Eklöf et al., 2007; see also Giribet,
in press).
Is it all in vain, then, to engage oneself as a morphologist
in phylogenetic issues these days? Certainly not. Rather, it is a
question of re-adjusting the focus of morphology with respect
to phylogeny. Using given phylogenetic scenarios as a backbone
to reconstruct major evolutionary events and ground patterns
of given clades is a key ability only morphology can provide.
Whether or not we will arrive at broadly accepted phylogenetic
trees in the future may ultimately depend on an agreement of
the in silico tools (software, algorithms) used, rather than on
the organisms or the sequences that provide the raw data for
these analyses. While this may mean that phylogenetic analysis
will move even further away from the biosciences, the fact that
only organismal knowledge can fill these trees with life and make
evolutionary sense of them may offer at least some relief to
organismal biologists. Or, in other words, once all organisms
have been sequenced and once we have agreed on the “true”
phylogenetic tree, we will still need morphology to understand
how phenotypic diversity evolved.
The Future of MorphoEvoDevo
Morphology is alive and thriving. Descriptive and experimental
functional morphology has found its way into the applied
(physical) sciences (biomaterials engineering, bionics,
nanoscience), where basic morphological research is expected
to receive even further attention in the future. The future of
comparative and, especially, developmental morphology looks
equally promising. MorphoEvoDevo is strong and generates
results significant enough to sustain itself as a stand-alone
discipline in evolutionary biology. However, unlike our scientific
ancestors, we live in a largely hypothesis-driven scientific
environment where competition for funding is high and
cross-disciplinary approaches often outcompete proposals with
too specific research foci. Accordingly, morphologists should
further and proactively embrace the evolutionary disciplines that
are currently dominated by molecular approaches, especially
phylogenetics and EvoDevo, and integrate these into their
own research programs, in order to avoid becoming a mere
add-on to these and degenerate to a “shrinking or even vanishing
field” (Scholtz, 2010). The foreseeable further increase of gene
expression data for morphologically poorly known taxa, together
with novel molecular technologies such as genome editing using
the CRISPR/Cas9 system, which are rapidly evolving and are on
the verge of being established beyond the classical non-model
systems (e.g., Perry and Henry, 2015), will provide a multitude
of possibilities for synergies between morphology and molecular
biology.
The continued increase of molecular EvoDevo data
from across the animal kingdom will call for well-trained
morphologists to contribute to data generation and
interpretation of gene functions during development and
evolution. Novel high-resolution micro-morphological
techniques keep developing, including serial transmission
electron microscopy, focused ion beam scanning electron
microscopy (FIB-SEM), stimulated emission depletion
microscopy (STED), micro-computed tomography (Micro-
CT), synchrotron X-ray tomography, magnetic resonance
tomography (MRT), and light sheet microscopy, which will open
new avenues for modern morphological research, especially
if combined with powerful 3D reconstruction software. The
possibilities offered by these techniques and the impressive and
detailed visual data produced should also aid in developing
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better marketing strategies for morphological research, such
that this landmark biological research area, that may still be
perceived as old-fashioned by some, will continue to be viewed
as an indispensable discipline within the twenty-first century
biosciences.
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